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Cascaded Raman slow light and optical spatial solitons in Kerr media
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Institut FEMTO-ST, Département d’Optique P.M Duffieux,
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We provide a complete experimental and numerical investigation of nonlinear beam propagation in a carbon disulfide liquid-filled Kerr slab waveguide using picosecond pulsed light. A first spatial analysis shows the generation of a multimodal solitary wave through the combined effects of cascaded Raman scattering and cross-phase modulation. The impact of temporal effects on this self-trapped optical beam is further studied through a spatiotemporal analysis. It is shown in particular how cascaded Raman slow light induces optical delays between the solitonic components which prevents higher-order spatial soliton and provides a remarkable beam stability. Experimental observations are in very good agreement with numerical simulations of the spatiotemporal (1+1D) nonlinear Schrödinger equation including the Raman scattering.

PACS numbers: 42.65.Tg, 42.65.Dr

I. INTRODUCTION

Solitons, nonlinear self-trapped wavepackets, continue to attract much attention in various branches of physics such as optics, plasmas, condensed matter physics, fluid mechanics [1, 2]. In optics, among the wide variety of solitary waves observed in many nonlinear materials, multicolor solitons (MS) are of particular interest because they exist in the spatial and temporal domains [3, 4]. Multicolor solitons are formed by the mutual trapping of multiple-frequency waves that interact in the nonlinear medium. The simplest case corresponds to the process of second-harmonic generation in quadratic media, in which a fundamental frequency wave and its second harmonic are mutually locked and trapped in robust soliton light states that do not spread, either in space or in time [5–8].

Multicolor solitons in cubic media have comparatively been much less investigated than in quadratic media. In isotropic Kerr media, mutual trapping of multiple-frequency waves can be achieved by the cross-phase modulation (XPM) or the four-wave mixing (FWM) [9–12]. MS have also been reported in the spatial domain using stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) in carbon disulfide (CS₂) [13, 14]. More precisely, we demonstrated in 2006 the generation of a two-color spatial optical soliton using SRS in a CS₂ nonlinear planar waveguide [14]. We shown in particular that the pump and Raman Stokes beams are mutually trapped through both XPM-induced phase shifts and the Raman gain, and that the whole beam keeps its characteristic squared hyperbolic-secant shape during propagation in spite of the energy exchanges due to SRS. A few years later, we reported in the same waveguide the observation of a slow-light spatial soliton, a spatial soliton which has been slowed down by SRS because of its narrow linewidth in CS₂ [15]. Despite these observations, however, our numerical simulations of the 1D spatial nonlinear Schrödinger equation were not fully consistent with our experimental records, particularly in the depleted pump regime. This difference actually comes from the temporal effects because spatial solitons were generated using picosecond pulsed light and not with continuous-wave (CW) light, as assumed in numerical simulations. Thus we require a more accurate analysis to better understand the spatiotemporal dynamics in such Kerr-type waveguide.

In this paper, we address fully the impact of temporal effects and Raman scattering on the generation of Kerr solitons in a CS₂ liquid filled highly nonlinear planar waveguide. It is shown in particular how Raman effect induces optical delays via slow light between the soliton components and provides a remarkable beam stability. Cascaded Raman slow light whereby all Raman orders are mutually delayed by slow light is also clearly evidenced through spatiotemporal measurements. Our experimental measurements are also compared to numerical simulations based on the spatiotemporal (1+1D) nonlinear Schrödinger equation including the Raman scattering.

II. NUMERICAL MODELING

To numerically study the spatiotemporal dynamics in a nonlinear planar waveguide, we have developed a (1+1D) numerical model based on the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE). This equation includes diffraction in the free transverse dimension x of the planar waveguide, linear dispersion, Kerr nonlinearity and the stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) through its delayed time response \( R_R(t) \) [15–17]. In the time reference frame of the input electric field, we may write this equation as

\[
\frac{\partial A}{\partial z} - \frac{i}{2\beta} \frac{\partial^2 A}{\partial t^2} + i \frac{\beta_2}{2} \frac{\partial^2 A}{\partial t^2} = \nonumber
\]

\[
i\gamma |A|^2 A + i\gamma A \int_0^\infty R_R(t') |A(z; x, t - t')|^2 dt' \tag{1}
\]

where \( A(z; x, t) \) is the slowly varying envelope of the whole electric field propagating in the z direction, \( \beta \) the wave-vector, \( \beta_2 \) the group-velocity dispersion (GVD) coefficient and \( \gamma = 2 \pi n_2 / \lambda \) the nonlinear coefficient with \( n_2 \) the nonlinear Kerr index and \( \lambda \) the pump laser.
wavelength ($\lambda = 532$ nm). The last integral term accounts for the stimulated Raman scattering in CS$_2$ liquid. It includes both the real and imaginary part of the Raman susceptibility. We assumed for CS$_2$ a Lorentzian-shape narrow linewidth Raman gain with a Raman frequency shift of 20 THz and a linewidth of 15 GHz, respectively [18]. The GVD parameter is $\beta_2 = +4.24 \times 10^{-26}$ s$^2$/m, and the nonlinear index $n_2 = +3.5 \times 10^{-18}$ m$^2$/W. We also include an input noise level that corresponds to the quantum noise, i.e., one photon per spatiotemporal mode. SRS starts from this white noise and we have neglected the spontaneous Raman scattering.

III. EXPERIMENTS

The experimental setup, depicted in Fig. 1, is nearly the same as those used in previous experiments on multicolor Raman solitons [15, 16]. As a Kerr waveguide, we use a planar slab waveguide made of a CS$_2$ highly nonlinear liquid layer sandwiched between two SK5 glass blocks and placed in an hermetic tank. The waveguide thickness and length are 12 µm and 3 cm, respectively. As a pump laser, we use a compact Q-switched pulsed Nd:YAG laser with a repetition rate of 1 kHz and pulse width of 450 ps. The pump beam is externally frequency-doubled in a KTP crystal which decreases the pulse duration down to 350 ps at 532 nm. It is linearly polarized parallel to the TE mode of the planar waveguide using a Glan polarization beam splitter, which also acts as a variable attenuator with the in-front half-wave plate. We then use an afocal system made of cylindrical lenses for the shaping of an elliptical beam. This elliptical beam is injected in the planar waveguide with a circular lens with a width of 52 µm (FWHM) and a length of 10 µm. At the waveguide output, we use a CCD camera for direct imaging either the whole output beam or its spectral components by spatially dispersing them using a diffraction grating (2400 lines/mm). We also utilize a streak camera with a resolution of 5 ps for spatiotemporal measurements.

A. Spatial analysis: optical Solitons

![FIG. 1: Experimental setup](image)

We first perform a beam analysis by direct imaging the waveguide’s output on a CCD camera and by increasing the input pump power. Figures 2 (a) and (b) compare the output beam in the diffraction regime at low pump power and in the spatial soliton regime achieved for an input mean pump power $P_{in} = 1.2$ mW, respectively. The output beam in the soliton regime has the same width of 52 µm than the input beam and fits very well with the characteristic squared hyperbolic-secant shape ($\text{sech}^2$) of NLS soliton, as shown by the red dashed curve in Fig. 2(b). This 1D optical soliton due to Kerr nonlinearity has already been predicted and observed several decades ago [19–22]. It has been found as a stationary solution of the integrable equation Eq.(1) without the dispersive (third) and Raman (last) terms. Figure 2(c) shows the same beam at a pump power larger than the soliton power. As it can be seen, the beam is narrower than in the soliton regime due to self-focusing. More importantly, after passing the beam through the diffraction grating, we can see in Fig. 2(e) the efficient generation of the first Raman Stokes order labelled S1, which is down-frequency shifted by 20 THz from the pump ($\lambda_{S1} = 551$ nm). This

![FIG. 2: (color online) Output beams of the waveguide for increasing input pump power from top to bottom. (a) diffraction regime ($P_{in} = 0.2$ mW); (b) spatial soliton regime ($P_{in} = 1.2$ mW); (c) $P_{in} = 1.75$ mW, with (d) and (e) pump and first-order Raman Stokes S1 beams; (f) $P_{in} = 1.95$ mW, with (g-i) pump, first S1 and second-order S2 Raman beams; (j) $P_{in} = 2.1$ mW, with (k) and (l) S1 and S2 beams. The green dotted and red dashed curves in all subfigures show fits by Gaussian and sech$^2$ functions, respectively.](image)
Raman beam also exhibits a $sech^2$ shape with a narrower width than the pump beam. Once generated, the S1 beam is spatially trapped by the pump beam through XPM and propagates without diffracting. When the Raman beam reaches the same power level than the pump, they are mutually trapped and together form a stable two-color spatial soliton, as that shown by the whole beam plotted in Fig. 2(c). A complete experimental and numerical investigation of this multicolor soliton can be found in Ref. [14]. Here we are interested in how behaves the output beam at higher pump power when cascaded Raman scattering enters into play. Increasing again the input pump power to $P_{in}=1.95$ mW leads to the generation of a second-order Raman beam at a wavelength of 571 nm labelled S2 in Fig. 2(i). The S2 beam is still well fitted by a $sech^2$ function with a spatial width close to that of S1, showing that the cascaded Raman process still generates a multicolor spatial soliton. The pump and whole beams however exhibit a strong pedestal fitted by a Gaussian profile (green dotted curve). This pedestal becomes more significant when increasing the pump power till $P_{in}=2.1$ mW, as shown in Figs. 2(j-k). These pedestals are due to the linear and depleted edges of the pump and Raman pulses that spatially diffract and will be thereafter examine through a spatiotemporal analysis.

B. Spatiotemporal analysis: Raman slow light

We then use in the experimental setup the streak camera to measure the spatiotemporal traces of the spectral components reported in Fig. 2. Figures 3(a-c) show the results of these measurements for the pump, the first S1 and the second S2 Raman components, respectively. The input pump power corresponds to the output beams of Figs. 2(j-l) ($P_{in}=2.1$ mW). We can clearly see in Fig. 3(a-c) that the three pulses are strongly delayed. The delay between the pump and S1 is about 90 ps whereas that between S1 and S2 is 210 ps. These pulse walk-offs cannot be attributed to GVD that is almost negligible for 3 m of propagation only. We have indeed calculated that the group delay induced by GVD is only 1.5 ps [15]. Moreover, as GVD is normal, it would generate an advancement instead of an optical delay between the pump and Raman pulses. These optical delays are actually generated by Raman-induced slow light [23]. Because of the narrow linewidth of Raman scattering in CS$_2$, the real part of Raman susceptibility induces a strong group index variation at the Raman frequency, which in turn generates an optical delay. This temporal effect has already been reported for a single Raman soliton (for details, See Ref. [15]). Here we report the observation of cascaded Raman slow light whereby each Raman order generates an optical delay for the next one. Figures 3(d-f) show the results of our numerical simulations for the pump, S1 and S2 waves. As it can be seen, the agreement with the experimental measurements of Fig. 3(a-c) is rather good. Theory predicts optical delays between the pump and S1 of 100 ps, and 125 ps between S1 and S2, respectively. Moreover, it can be seen that the linear and depleted edges of the pump and Raman pulses diffract and lead to the strong spatial pedestal experimentally observed in Fig. 2 and shown in the bottom of Fig. 3. As a comparison, we also plotted in Figs 3(g-i) the spatiotemporal profiles of the same waves by removing the Raman slow-light process in the numerics. The real part of the Raman susceptibility is simply set to zero. We can see a significantly different spatiotemporal dynamics and, in particular, the pulse splitting due to pump depletion. This comparison highlights the crucial role of slow-light in the cascaded Raman scattering in CS$_2$ and its impact on pulse profiles and beam stability.
To go further into detail, we numerically investigated both the spatial and temporal dynamics of the pump and Raman pulses by increasing the pump intensity. Figures 4(a-c) and 4(d-f) show the normalized time-integrated spatial profiles and space-integrated temporal profiles of the pump, S1 and S2 at the waveguide output. The white horizontal solid line corresponds to the spatial soliton intensity $I_s$, for which the pump beam generates a spatial soliton and thus conserves its input width all along the waveguide ($I_s = 0.17 \text{ GW/cm}^2$). The white horizontal dashed line indicates the intensity threshold from which the pump starts to strongly deplete due to SRS ($I_d = 0.35 \text{ GW/cm}^2$). Figure 4(a) shows that, below $I_s$, the pump beam diffracts and has a wider spatial width than the input beam, whereas self-focusing dominates beyond $I_s$. From $I_d$ however, the self-focusing stops and the pump beam exhibits a remarkable stability against the pump intensity increase. This is due to the fact that the pump depletes from $I_d$ and conserves nearly the same peak intensity to not diffract, as shown in Fig. 4(d) and plotted in Fig. 5 as a black dashed curve. In addition, Fig. 4(e) shows that S1 is optically delayed by Raman-induced slow-light below $I_d$, leading to a time shift towards the trailing edge of the pump. This delay increases with the pump intensity and reaches a maximum of about 90 ps for $I_d$. As S1 is delayed with respect to the pump pulse, only the trailing edge of the pump pulse is depleted, as shown in Fig. 4(d). The pump pulse thus conserves a sufficient intensity in its leading edge to still remain a spatially confined beam. This effect is crucial for the generation and stabilization of the spatial multicolor soliton. Beyond $I_d$, the spatiotemporal dynamics significantly differs from the undepleted pump regime. Figures 4(e,f) show that both S1 and S2 pulses move towards the leading edge of the pump due to the Raman gain. Therefore, the combined effects of Raman gain and slow-light tend to stabilize the pump beam. On the other hand, S1 continues to grow (See Fig. 5) while decreasing its spatial width (Fig. 4(b)). Depletion of its trailing edge by the S2 component can be seen in Fig. 4(e) for the input pump intensity of approximately $I_p = 0.65 \text{ GW/cm}^2$. The spatiotemporal dynamics of the S2 component plotted in Fig. 4(f) is still more complicated. After being amplified and slightly delayed by SRS, S2 is then temporally shifted and localized in the overlapping area between the pump and the first Stokes S1 line (Fig. 4(d-f)) where FWM occurs. As the spectrum of S2 is no more in the Raman gain bandwidth due to the spectral shift generated by the combined effects of walk-off and XPM [24], S2 is actually no more amplified by SRS but rather by FWM involving the pump and S1 [25]. For higher pump intensity than $I_p = 0.6 \text{ GW/cm}^2$, Fig. 4(f) shows that S2 pulse undergoes a fast optical switch due to Raman gain which dominates again FWM gain. S2 is thus localized in the trailing edge of S1. As SRS is more efficient that FWM, a significant increase of the S2 intensity is obtained after $I_p = 0.6 \text{ GW/cm}^2$, as shown in Fig. 5. This strong Raman conversion leads to the S1 trailing edge depletion from $I_p = 0.65 \text{ GW/cm}^2$, as shown in Fig. 4(e).

Figures 6(a) and (b) compare the numerical and experimental pulse widths of the three pulses versus the input pump intensity. The gray areas in Figs. 6(a), 7(a) and 8(a) account for numerical values not experimentally reached. After the pump depletion, numerical results of Fig. 6(a) show that the pump pulse duration decreases from $I_d$, whereas the S1 pulse width increases...
no physical process can clearly and satisfactorily explain this discrepancy between numerical and experimental behavior. This behavior would require further theoretical and experimental studies, which are not the general aim of this paper. Concerning S2, experimental and numerical spatial widths tend to be equal to the pump one for high input pump intensity. This is certainly due to the fact that both components tend to have the same peak intensity as shown in Fig. 5. For the highest pump intensity, the three spectral components exhibit nearly the same spatial width (30 µm for numerical simulations and 50 µm for experimental measurements).

Fig. 8 compares the numerical (a) and experimental (b) optical delays measured between the Raman and pump pulses in function of the input pump intensity. As it can be seen, the agreement between both results is quite good. The optical delay of S1 reaches a maximum value of 90 ps numerically and 110 ps experimentally. Then the S1 delay decreases due to the fact that S1 moves towards the leading edge of the pump. About S2, it is first temporally localized between the pump and the S1 and then undergoes a fast switch, as explained before and clearly observed in our experimental measurements. Figures 9(a–c) and (d–f) show numerical and experimental spatiotemporal profiles of S2 component, respectively, for three different input pump powers. As it can be seen, the agreement between experiment and numerical simulations is excellent. In particular, we measured an optical delay for S2 of about 250 ps which is close to the numerical value (200 ps). We also clearly observed the splitting and the switch of the S2 pulse.

From these detailed spatiotemporal analysis, one may wonder if a multicolor spatial soliton is still generated at high pump power level when its components are strongly delayed. As defined in the introduction, a multicolor soliton is formed when all its spectral components are mutually trapped both spatially and temporally. In our case, mutual trapping of the soliton spectral components is stopped by pump depletion and slow light in the strong Raman conversion regime. The nonlinear interaction of the two components is thus reduced to the energy transfer by Raman gain with a weak spatiotemporal overlap. Then, the pump beam is split into two spatial solitons

FIG. 6: (color online) (a) Numerical and (b) experimental temporal duration for: the pump in black (dotted curve in (a) and squares in (b)), the S1 component in red (solid curve in (a) and circles in (b)), and the S2 component in green (dashed curve in (a) and triangles in (b)). The dashed curves in (b) serve only to show the trendline.

FIG. 7: (color online) (a) Numerical and (b) experimental spatial widths for the pump in black (dotted curve in (a) and squares in (b)), the Raman S1 component in red (solid curve in (a) and circles in (b)), and the Raman S2 component in green (dashed curve in (a) and triangles in (b)). The dashed curves in (b) serve only to show the trendline.

FIG. 8: (color online) (a) Numerical and (b) experimental temporal delay for the pump in black (dotted curve in (a) and squares in (b)), the S1 component in red (solid curve in (a) and circles in (b)), and the S2 component in green (dashed curve in (a) and triangles in (b)). The dashed curves in (b) serve only to show the trendline.
with different frequencies and optically delayed by Raman slow-light. The first Raman order then behaves as a pump and generates in turn its own Raman order to form a new spatial soliton. To resume, the whole beam in the high power regime is no more a strictly speaking multicolor spatial soliton. However several spatial solitons with different colors are successively generated during the propagation. In the time domain, this can be seen as a multicolor pulse train with self-trapped beams.

IV. CONCLUSION

To conclude, we have investigated both experimentally and numerically the intriguing spatiotemporal dynamics of nonlinear picosecond pulse propagation in a Kerr-type nonlinear planar waveguide. We have demonstrated the formation of multicolor self-trapped optical soliton-like beams through the combined effects of stimulated Raman scattering and cross-phase modulation. It has been shown in particular how Raman-induced slow light plays a crucial role in the beam stability by optically delaying its Raman components. Cascaded Raman slow light was also clearly observed whereby Raman pulses are mutually delayed. Finally, our experimental measurements have been checked against numerical simulations of the spatiotemporal (1+1D) nonlinear Schrödinger equation. Finally, this work represents the final stage of the characterization of Kerr solitons in nonlinear waveguide in presence of stimulated Raman scattering.
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